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This is the reissued Oxford Mini Dictionary and Thesaurus. - now in an attractive new format.This

small dictionary and thesaurus offers the most accurate and up-to-date coverage of essential,

everyday vocabulary with over 40,000 words, phrases, and definitions and 65,000 synonyms and

antonyms based on evidence from the Oxford English Corpus, a unique databank comprising

hundreds of millions of words of English. Definitions are easy to understand, given in a clear, simple

style, and avoiding technical language. Thesaurus entries are integrated into the dictionary entries,

so you can find synonyms and antonyms easily. The centre section provides extra help with

spelling, grammar, and vocabulary.Discover more on oxforddictionaries.com, Oxford's hub for

dictionaries and language reference.
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The book is the right size for my son to keep in his backpack. It is perfect for him and as a middle

school student it functions as needed. Spine is bound well and the cuts on the book edges are crisp

and straight. Overall a good book for a good price.-- How I rate --5 Stars: Works exactly as

advertised, is a good value at the price point purchased, would buy again or recommend to a

friend.4 Stars: Works exactly as advertised, fit/finish are what you'd expect when purchasing this

type of product, might have a minor flaw.3 Stars: Generally works but it may not be a good value at

the price point or might like to see changes / improvements.2 Stars: Barely works but can be made

useful if you try.1 Star: Useless, does not perform its intended function whatsoever and is generally

a waste of money, sending it back.Overall: I am giving this a five star rating based on my criteria



above. The book works perfectly. If you have any questions or comments both positive and

negative, please feel free to ask in the comments. I will respond. If you found my review helpful also

let me know. I received this product at a discount or free in exchange for my honest and unbiased

review. I am disclosing this in accordance with the  guidelines, concerning their review system. I am

not affiliated with the seller and make no promises of a good evaluation while reviewing the product.

I test thoroughly and do my best to present detailed reviews to other customers so they can make

an informed decision.

I bought this for my boyfriend who loves to write poetry and music. He swore up and down he didn't

need it, and now it's all worn on the binding and constantly at arms reach when he's writing. I use it

quite a bit myself. Even though it's a "mini," we've never had an an issue finding what we need.

I bought two of these after reading other reviews and am glad I did. It's fat, but it holds a lot of

information. The thesaurus is not in a separate section but is included in the dictionary section. If

you need to find another word for example, "beacon", then you would look up "beacon" in the

dictionary section and the thesaurus would be underneath the definition portion. I gave one each to

my kids for school use and it's easy to fit into a backpack pocket.

Its so small you might as well use your phone to look up words you will probably see them better on

your phone then in this tiny print. Better get the one thats 4 dollars more so you can read it.

A great little book for the student or writer.

good

Comes in handy perfect for school..not bulky and does not add extra weight to my already heavy

bag.....easy to read.....I really like it : )

THIS DICTIONARY SLASH THESAURUS IS JUST WHAT I NEEDED. NICE COMPACT,

AFFORDABLE, AND EASILY OBTAINABLE THROUGH . THE WORDS ARE JUST THE RIGHT

SIZE, AND REALLY BASICLY A-TO-THE-POINT OXFORD MINI.
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